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BEAR-BENGAL GAME AT
CAL GYM TONIGHT—BE
SURE TO SUPPORT TEAM

Vol. 40

College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California

BELL FOR

Theatre's "A Bell for Adano"
Reviewed by Soanes of Tribune

(Reprint from the Oakland Tribune, by Wood Soanes) ,
Now that the war is over, the drama beat, like Democracy, is re
suming and in time will probably be expanding its horizons.
This week-end for example, included a trek that stretched from
here to Stockton and back in order to examine "A Bell for Adano" at
the College of the Pacific.
Oddly enough, it was but threesmonths, almost to the night, that
I saw Frederic March perform in
"A Bell for Adano" at the Cort
Theatre in New York's West For
ty-Eighth Street, and there were
moments on Saturday evening at
Dean Corson's office has some
the Pacific Little Theatre that
March seemed to be working thing new under its supervision.
again, so well did young Anthony This time it is the Service Bur
Reid perform his chores as the eaus. They are a group of bur
idealistic Major Joppoio who be eaus collected together to give
came entwined in the red tape of
military officialdom as he sought help to students who need help in
This scene from "A Bell for Adano" includes Cart Drivers, Milford to preach the fundamentals of de various fields.
Piel, George Hall, and Don Cross; Tony Reid as Joppoio and Max mocracy to the harried citizens of
The Freshman class was told of
Gobel as Borth.
these various Bureaus during a
a small Italian hamlet.
The fact that but three months collected meeting on Thursday of
elapsed between one performance last week. Dean Corson presid
and the other is proof of the al ed over the meeting and introduc
ertness of DeMarcus Brown on ed the heads of the different bur
whose shoulders rests the burden eaus.
First to be introduced was Mrs.
of theatrical proof in Stockton,
Two appointments to the staff of the College of the Pacific Con and the fact that he provided not Seagraves who has charge of the
servatory of Music have been announced by Dean John Gilchrist El only a creditable production but Placement Service Bureau and
liott. David T. Lawson from Topeka, Kansas is named Director of one that rose very frequently high whose office is 106 in the Admin
a Summer Camp Project and teacher of Music Theory; while Edward above the standard set for ama istration building. This service is
G. Shadbolt from De Pauw University is appointed Professor of teur or collegiate presentations is to help place those students who
Piano.
but further proof of the prowess wish work in connection with
of this man who is now guiding their vocation and to help all stu
Shadbolt received his discharged
the students through the 22nd dents wishing to work.
just one month ago from the Unit
Annual
Silver
Tea
The Health Service Bureaus are
consecutive year of worthy offered States Army Air Corps after
under the auspices of Dr. Brigngs.
serving a year in Italy where he To be Held at S.C.A.
ham and Mr. Breeden. They may
did intelligence work as a German Sunday Afternoon
"A Bell for Adano" is Paul Osbe found in the Gym office. This
linguist. The former sergeant's
born's dramatization of the John
The Student Christian Associa Hersey novel about the problems bureau is to help those who need
last teaching appointment was a
music professor in the Mediterran tion of the College of the Pacific faced by American military direc special consideration of their
ean theater "GI University" at and Stockton Junior College is tors as they sought to bring order health. Dr. Brigham also has
charge of .the Speech Service Bur
Florence, Italy.
holding its Annual Christmas Sil out of Fascist chaos in occupied eau, which is to help students
territories, and the story of one
Before entering his 3Vz years
ver Tea for the benefit of the earnest officer, Major Joppoio, needing speech correction.
of military service, Shadbolt was
The Mathematics Service Bur
Assistant Professor of Piano at World Student Christian Federa who became so engrossed in his
eau
is to help those who need a
De Pauw University.
He is a tion, at the S. C. A. Building on missions of mercy that he neglectbrush up on previous math., or
graduate of Grinnell College, campus Sunday, December 16, !ed to reckon with his brass-hat
need help in math which they
Iowa, where he earned both his following "The Messiah" at 4:30 superiors who were in the throes
have not had. This bureau is un
of a superman complex.
Bachelor and Masters degrees,
der the direction of Miss Growe
until 7:00. There will be a pro
and following which he won an
Between them, Hersey and Os- in room 101 Weber Hall.
gram at 5:30.
American-Hungarian
exchange
Dr. Eckert now has an office in
W. S. C. F. is a free federation born fashioned a tale that is at
fellowship at the Royal Academy,
of national student Christian once tender, understanding and 216 Add. building for a Psycholo
Budapest. Here he studied under movements active in about forty bitter, a tale that lends itself to gical Bureau, where any student
notable composers, Bela Bartok countries.
It was founded in drama but makes exacting de or parent may go for counseling
and Zolton Godaly, and acquired 1895 in Stockholm by Dr. John R. mands on the interpreters, a play about some personal problem
the excellent usage of German Mott. This year is its 50th anni that is unquestionably the best which is interfering with his stu
which he was to use later in war versary. It is one of the few in one that has come out of the war dies, social life or home life. Dr.
service. Shadbolt is also a con ternational bodies which contin and one that, despite its tepid Eckert has tests on hand to help
cert soloist of some note in the ued its work during both world movies transcription has a time determine the cause of the troub
middle west.
wars.
It is the sponsor of less quality that will make it as le. Counselors may ask students
A pioneer in the increasingly World Student Relief, and is sup important 20 years hence as to to seek Dr. Eckert's advice in mat
popular Summer Music Camp ported by the Y.M.C.A. and day.
ters where they cannot help.
idea which has developed largely Y.W.C.A.
Brown began his chore of re
The other two bureaus are the
in the middle west, Lawson sees
The general chairman of the creating, successfully, the stage Nutrition and the English Bur
great possibilities in the Pacific tea is Virginia Overacker. The setting and lighting devised by eaus. The Nutrition Bureau is to
Conservatory project in this field program will be directed by Helen Motely and William Richardson in help those who wish to learn to
still in the blueprint stage.
Winter; Serving, Nadine Walsh, New York—fortunately the Col balance their diet, such as in cases
As early as 1933, Lawson was and Epsilon members; Decora lege of the Pacific has given him of those who are over or under
a member of the National Music tions, Ruby Phillips and Zetaga- the tools with which to work—and weight. Mrs. Forney has charge
Camp staff at Interlocken, Michi thean members; Invitations, Ce- then proceeded to impress upon of this bureau. The English Bur
gan, and during 14 years as Super cile McAllister; Publicity, Nancy his student actors the fundamen eau is under the direction of Pro
visor of Music for Topeka, Kan Hilscher; Host and Hostess, Pug tal ideas of the others and let fessor Goleman, Dr. Spaulding,
them, with guidance, work out Dr. Trueblood, Professor Bentley,
sas, City School System, he be Dabritz.
their own destinies.
came Associate Director of the
Professor Garlington and Miss
Middle Western Music Camp.
Perfection, of course, was not McCann.
won the same honor in 1941. LawThe Dean's Registrar and the
Lawson is an outstanding band, son won his bachelor degrees in achieved. That would have been
orchestra, and choral director. music and science at Baker Uni too much to ask. But there was Testing Service are not bureaus,
His Topeka High School orches versity, Baldwin, Kansas, and at more than a reasonable facsimile but may be of help in many ways
tra won. first division honors in the University of Kansas won the as the plot was unfolded. Some to the students. The Dean's Reg
the official national contests in advanced Masters of Music de of the players were inclined to istrar has information about hous(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 6)
1934 and 1941. His school band, gree.

Bureau System
Set Up in J. C,

Professors Lawson and Shadbolt
Appointed to COP Conservatory

SEE TIGER TATTLER FOR
"ROSENBLOOM" CONTEST
RULES, NEWS—WATCH IT
December 14, 1945—No. 20

PACIFIC RADIO
THEATER GIVES
XMAS PROGRAM
Ushering in the sixteenth year
of broadcasting for Pacific and
Stockton Junior College, Radio
Stage is "The Story of Silent
Night, Holy Night," to be present
ed Wednesday, Dec. 19, at 6:30
over KWG. The cast consists of
College of Pacific and Stockton
Junior College players, headed by
Bill Thompson as "Joseph" and
John Groves as "Franz." Sup
porting cast include Ed McClarty as "Father" and Gene McCabe
as "Boy," with Arlene Ludlow
and Carolyn Larson in supporting
roles.
Special music will be furnished
by Mr. Bodley's choir and record
ed organ music originating from
College of Pacific's beautiful
chapel organ.
Student director is Jackie Geyer, with sound effects by Bessie
Rogers, and Professor E. Betz
is production director.
"The Guestbook Hour" will fea
ture the Pacific A Capella Choir,
singing Christmas Carols from
Morris Chapel, Dec. 20, from 7:30
until 8:00 over GWG. The Choir,
under the direction of J. Russell
Bodley, will sing "Cherubic Hy
mn," "Carol of the Russian Chil
dren," "Hark the Herald Angels
Sing," "Silent Night, Holy Night,"
•What Child is This," and "Cantique Noel."
Ed. McClarty will announce,
with Tony Reid narrating. The
program will be produced by the
Pacific Radio Workshop class, un
der the direction of Professor
John Fanucchi.
In order to witness the broad
casts, people are urged to come
at least fifteen minutes early.

No Smoking on
Campus Ruled—
Student Affairs
"No Smoking On Campus" was
the decision made by the Student
Affairs Committee during their
meeting in the S. C. A. building
Tuesday night.
The campus smoking situation
was discussed pro and con at the
previous Student Affairs meetings
with the final decision reached
Tuesday night. "No Smoking On
Campus" is not a new law or rule.
It's a tradition that C.O.P. stu
dents have respected since the or
ganization of the school.
The duties of the Student Af
fairs Committee are to discuss
and solve any problems revolving
around the students. Each mem
ber of the committee is a repre
sentative from his or her living
group. Bill Tobiassen is chair
man of the Student Affairs Com
mittee. Students on the commit
tee are: Betty Lou Couper, Jean
Inwood, Janet James, Dot Emigh,
Diana Evans, Marge Heirs, Randy
Walker, Grace Fanley, Clair Ros
enberg, Frank Romanti, Carolyn
Larson, Nanci Rinehart, Bob Tobey, and Fred Brott.
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Turnups
By

"THE CHOMPERS"

Ah!—woe is us!
Our aching head . . .
Alas and alack—
Rosenbloom is dead!
Since Rosenbloom is dead Bill
Munt, Frank Ramonte and Ray
Kring are out of a job. However,
Dick Ek and Johnny Aldape are
bartering for the "case" as they
are working at competitive mor
tuaries. Johnny's motto is: "Our
ready wagon's always ready!"

C.O.P. Orchesis Education Convention Humble Thoughts of YULETIDE MUSIC
To be Attended by Dr. Humble Stumble Bum TO BE FEATURED
Guests at Mills Jantzen, Mr. Burns
What may follow in the wake IN CHAPEL TUES.
Christmas carols and selected
of/a war is often queer and some
For Symposium The meeting on Teacher's Edu what
screwy. People come out readings will constitute the yule-

cation will be held at the Cali
tide program next Tuesday at
Mills College played host to Or fornia Council in Fresno next with new ideas, which for the
chesis members from College of week. All colleges and univer moment may seem to be the an 10:45 in the chapel, according to
Pacific, Mills College, San Fran sities interested in teacher educa swers to old problems. And a few Dr. George H. Colliver, director of
cisco State College, San Jose tion are to be represented at the brave souls even go so far as to the chapel.
Christmas in Sicily
Yon
State, Stanford, University of meeting. Two delegates from m a k e
predictions.
Humble
March
of
the
Maji
Dubois
California, University of Nevada, each college are allowed.
Dr. Stumble Bum is one of these brave
Elizabeth Steed, Organist
and Berkeley High School and Jantzen, Dean of Education, and souls. And brother Humble — I
Boroweski
presented the first Dance Sym Mr. Burns, assistant to the presi always call him Humble for short, Adoration
Donna Mae Perrott, Violinist
posium on Friday, November 30. dent, are to represent the College Short being his nick name—has
Eleanor King was guest artist of the Pacific.
made some outstanding predic Carol of the Russian Children
arranged by Tareharne
and gave a solo recital on the first
tions. Humble is already selling
The
following
problems
are
to
13 -JUGS OF:
What
Child
is This
_
evening. Some of the numbers be discussed:
stock in his Moon Rocket Trans
sweet turnups to "Sandy" San
arranged by Berdette Fore
she did were "Partita No. 6" by
portation
Company.
And
anyone
Teacher
for
Emergency.
derson and his band who knocked
Johann Sebastian Bach, "Moon
interested in this venture should Silent Night
Teachers Recruitment.
a lot of turnups out of their seats
arranged by Elton BurgDances," Arpold Schoenberg's
write in to Let Us Take You For
Teachers
In
Service
Education.
at the Chico game with their
staller
"Pierrot Lunaire," Spirit Dance
Teachers Pre-service Education. a Ride Inc., and they will see that
"wingding" music.
A Capella Choir
of the Northwest Indian, and a
your
money
is
taken
care
of.
Sweet ones too to the turn-out
Peitro Yon
Morton Gould arrangement of
Having been shoved around and Oh Jesu Bambino
at the game and the spirits they
Ballroom Dance.
Phyllis Duval, Soloist
trampled
upon
more
than
once
in
brought with 'em.
Phyllis Magnuson, Violin
Those members of Orchesis who
the transportation bottleneck of
Ablagatto
TURNUP TOPS:
participated were Jean Arnold,
the present time, I decided to ask
There will be two readings—
Warren Hill who had to dye his Flora Beamer, Beverly Billups —
Brother Humble for his prediction
hair black for "The Bell" says you president of the group, Ardeen
as to what the future of the com the Prophesy of the Messiah from
may quote him as saying: "Life j Bromme, Evelyn Dow, Elizabeth
muter will be. The following is a the eleventh chapter of Isaiah and
begins when you dye your hair." Follette, Grace Gross, Thyra Jefdialogue between Brother Humble the Fourth Eclqgue from Virgil.
Johnny Kaye wearin' his ketch frey, Yvonne Johnson, Patty
Berdette Fore and Elton Burgand me:
up well.
Jones-Bump, Joan O'Connor, Pat
A squad of thirteen, including
Myself: How are we going to staller, arrangers of two of the
Mrs. Magee of North Hall wants ty Lou Peters, Gloria Pleitner, Professor E. S. Betz and Profes handle the moving American" pub choir selections, are C. O. P. stu
to know why the girls who lost Jeannette Reames, Anita Stewart,
dents.
lic?
their shoes and slippers don't and Jean Wright. W. A. A. Presi sor John Fanucchi went to this
Humble: My boy, that is a very
some around to pick up those that dent Helen Arbios was a guest. tournament, and students entered simple problem, and being of that
tag tied around his neck.
And
"fell out of the window" last Sat
Registration began at 1:30 Fri extemperaneous speaking, ora nature, I'll tell you the answer to
upon
reaching
the
central
dehy
urday. B-rm-pf!
day and was followed with a lec tory, interpretive speaking im your question. The answer, my
drating station, he will either be
Gene McCabe in shawl and stuf ture demonstration by Miss King. promptu speaking, and debate. In boy, is compressed people.
dehydrated at once or placed in
fing "chomping" out on the stage A master lesson, dinner, and the spite of the handicap of a late
Myself: Compressed people!
special chute and shot to his place
trying to steal the act and thereby dance concert followed
Humble: Certainly, by all of toil.
Drawings, sculpture pieces, and starting semester and only two means. The daily commuter will
giving the backstage turnups a
Myself: Thank you for this very
photographs were on exhibition weeks on intensive work, Pacific walk into an airtight compressing
portion of apoplexy.
enlightening interview Mr. Hum
all
day
at
the
Student
Union.
did
well.
And then there was the girl in
room, and under a process which ble. I'm sure what you have said
Sports Technique class who had
Other colleges participating in resembles the quick-freeze method will help to ease the minds of
been duly warned not to fall
this tournament were, U.C.L.A., he will be temporarily put into a those who are worried about this
down while trying the new
state of compression. Then he, problem.
U.S.C., Pomona, Pepperdine, and
"sprint." So Helen Graham
along with the rest of his travel
Humble: Don't mention it my
bounced out in front of all the
Have you ever noticed the many Redlands.
companions, will be packed into a boy. Glad to pass out my knowl
A
Pacific
Debate
team,
compos
turnups and did a special solo fall. different kinds of trees on the
thickly padded compartment of edge to those who'll pass out in
ed of Dick Pederson and Francis
"Spider" Smythe wearin' down
campus? Next time you're cross Mackey, tied for first place in the an atomic space ship and shot to the future.
the deck on the Conservatory
his destination. In this way it
stage—and everyone watchin' him ing the campus, why not take a Southern California Invitational will be possible to send the worker
as if they'd as soon have him do gander at some of these beautiful Forensic Tournament, which was to his job in no time at all. And
it as anyone else.
specimens of nature.
Many of held at Pomona College last Fri upon reaching his destination, he
One Week Service
"Mouse Trailers" Conny Parry them have been given as memor day and Saturday. Because of will be dehydrated and brought
lack of time the debates were not back to his normal life.
and Nancy Rinehart pouring wa
ials, such as the special Cedar for
JEWELRY STORE
continued. Manuel Furtado and
ter down holes and screaming
Myself: Will this have any
524 E. Main Street
when they heard a gurgle. "The Professor George Lawrence and Dolores Chapman were in the fi harmful effect on the passenger?
Matadors" Jean Paganucci and near the library there is the Black nals for men's and women's ex
Humble:
None
at
all.
Most
peo
Marcene Williams boast of the V- Walnut planted by Professor Kis- temporaneous speaking.
ple are walking around in this
The next tournament which Pa semi-frozen state anyway, espec
42 trained mice that spring the ter, in memory of his father.
Honoring
the
Staggs
is
a
Sequoia.
traps and steal the cheese.
cific will attend will be held in
Famous Luther Burbank present Linfield, Oregon on March 8th ially early in the morning. This
at 8:30
PUPPY T's:
ed the college with a Burbank wal and 9th. Previous to this tour will serve to make everybody the
same.
Just
for
the
period
of
Rita Nee tells this story: She nut. The Oaks are the only orig nament will be practice debates
WESTERN STAGE PREMIERE
was crossing Pacific Ave. when inals here on campus, the others with Stanford and southern Cali travel, however.
"— high above the standard for
Myself: How will the passenger
she saw a dead dog on the road being planted at various times. fornia colleges. Later in the
collegiate presentations
—
side. Beside the dog sat his The sycamore is the most com spring College of Pacific will be be able to tell the driver where to stimulating, gratifying."
"buddy" who was watching over monly seen and next comes the host to the Pi Kappa Delta Re let him off?
Humble: Elementary my boy,
Wood Soanes
him and would not leave. What Arizona Ash and the Redwoods. gional Tournament.
he will have his transportation
Oakland Tribune
can we learn from a dog?

J

Pacific Debate
Team Ties for
Top Honors

Trees on Campus

> Watches Repaired \

THOMAS

Last Time Tonig-ht! !

WEDDING T's:
At the wedding of Helen and
Bob they sewed buttons on their
Pop's pants. They ran over a pig
on the way home, and all in all,
it was an unusual wedding the
Thatcher vs. Jenkins wedding we
mean.
BONUS NOTCHES:
Remember turnups, come and
"growl" at the games or come
and "gander" at the play!

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

The College
Bookstore Says:
Yes! Supplies are scarce, and
hard

to get, but we have a

supply of Fountain Pens, Col
lege Stationery, Tennis Balls,
Badminton Birdies, Ring Bind
ers, Note Books and Fillers of
all kinds.

T3£ATR£

We appreciate your patronage.

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

Thank you one ond all.

W. H. Morris, Mgr.

Company of 25

All Tickets now at Box Of
fice. Student Season Tickets
for 4 plays—$3.00, tax Inc.
Single Admissions
$1.50 - $1.00 - $ .75
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TIGER

Tiger
Tattler

HOT HOOPSTER

By BENNY BENGAL

No, that thumping and pound
ing that you hear on the third
floor is not a new construction
project going on, it is merely Ben
ny Bengal banging his head
against the wall of the Weekly
editorial room while trying to fig
ure out what, or who, killed Rosenbloom. After putting himself
in a trance in order to solve this
weighty problem, Benny conceiv
ed the brilliant idea of sponsoring
a contest, open to all students in
good standing, for the best answ
er to this tragedy which has
shocked the entire faculty and
student body.
Stan Reames a holdover from last year's cage team, together with
All you have to do to enter this Frank Boyle, "Deacon" Swift and Frank Burkett, have accounted for
gigantic contest to win fame and most of the tallies chalked up on the Pacific scoreboard this season.
fortune for yourself, is to tear the
top off of a Pullman car and mail
Jay-vees Win Two,
it (or a reasonably accurate fac Basketball, Hockey
simile thereof) along with a 3000
Inaugurate Women's Lose One to Tarzans
word (no more, no less) essay on
The Cubs, Pacific's entry in the
"Who, or What, Killed Rosen- Intra-Mural Sports
down town commercial league,
bloom." All entries are to be ad
dressed to Benny Bengal, c/o Pa
Womens intra-mural program aren't doing badly for themselves.
cific Weekly, and must be in the under the direction of Miss Cole Thus far in league competition
mail not later than midnight De
is in full swing with a large turn they've won one and lost one
cember 31. All entries become
game, leaving them with a 500
out
in all sports.
the property of the Weekly, and
A basketball tournament will average. They've also defeated a
will not be returned. The decis
ion of the judges will be final. In begin Wednesday night with sev Stockton Field team in a game on
case of a tie, duplicate awards will en teams participating.
Team the campus.
be made.
In their commercial league
entrants and captains include
(The only reason that we can Womens Hall, Margaret Backer; games they have defeated the
think of for mentioning Rosen- Freshman Hall, Gene Burbank;
Lathrop army team and have lost
bloom in this column at all, is Central Hall, Angela Pastor; Al
that there is a bare possibility pha Theta Tau, Helen Arbios. to the Stockton High School team.
that he may have died from a Also playing are two town teams The Cubs bolstered by Jerry
chonic case of athlete's foot,- and a nurse squad.
Haines, Charlie Cooke, Sanguinetwhich would make him legitimate
Hockey has been and will be ti, and Nelson, should with little
copy for the sports page).
played on Tuesdays and Thurs or no trouble be able to go
On the more serious side: Ru days at 4:15. Results so far are through the rest of the league
mor rath it that the entire Stock two wins for the Catherine Cain play unscathed.
ton High School football team is captained team over Caroline EbThis weekend when the Tiger
being given a dinner party in the erely's outfit.
varsity plays host to the Fairfield
hear future, and that coaches
Speedball under the direction of army team, the cubs take on the
Mike Garrigan and Garrett Arbel- Mrs. Nossek will start next week Amblers Club, another down town
bide are taking the boys down to and teams will meet Tuesday and team in the first game of the eve
San Francisco on New Year's Day Thursday afternoons. Team cap ning. The Amblers it is said,
| to see the Shrine East-West game. tains selected so far are Marjorie floor a pretty potent team, and
Wouldn't it be possible to take Abbott, Marjorie Huddleston and this game should be goodie.
our boys, who played their hearts Mary Greenlaw.
out for the school while meeting
A combination W.A.A. and in starting Monday and will continue
some of the top teams in the tra-mural Tennis tournament is each Monday and Wednesday
country, off on a little blowout? under way. Winners to be an thereafter. Time will be 4:15 on
They surely deserve some sort of nounced next week. Entrants are
a concrete expression of thanks Cain, Brimm, Hughes, Clapp, Borfrom school and student body. en, McClaughin, Carson, Jividen,
You will find
How about it, coaches?
Ruix, Wells, Trembly, Boblin,
a selection of
Watch the Tattler next week for Corwin, Bissinger, Cowan, Squirg.
more contest information, and
Miss Cole also announced that
Denny's selection of the all-time an Archery contest will be held
Christmas Gifts
All-American team. Next week's
column will also carry a list of
at the
contest prizes. Don't miss it. Re
Norman Higgins
member the contest—Fun—Money
Prizes for all.

Don't study when you are tired,
Pind something else to do.
Don't study when you are happy,
For it will make you blue.
Don't study in the daytime,
Don't study late at night
®ut study all the rest of the time,
Dor studying makes you bright.

Alert
Cleaners

D. & D.
Dress Shoppe

EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE

on the

PHONE 7-7869
2117 PACIFIC AVE.

"Miracle Mile"
1920 Pacific Ave.

Tiger Cagers Split Chico Series
Drop First 39-34, Win Secord 51-41
The Chico Wildcats led by Tommy Tipton, who chalked up 15
points for the evening's game, tripped up the Tigers 39-34 here Friday
night. Frank Burkett led the offensive for the Tigers scoring 10
points. Frank Boyle, whose interceptions and backboard recoveries
made him a thorn in Chico's side all during the game, was also much
in evidefice.
. Before the end of the half Chi-*
co led 21-11; but three quick buc
kets by Frank Burkett ended the West Hall Held
half with the score 21-17 in favor To Scoreless Tie
of the Wildcats.
West Hall's break away boys
Pete Pezzi came back shooting
could get no better than a score
in the second half to put the score
26-all. A free throw and a field less tie from South town in the
goal by Pete put the Tigers in a intra-mural football league which
momentary lead 29-26. Chico closes this week. Other game re
swished back, tied the score, and sults will be announced next week.
then proceeded to win 39-34.
Larry Siemering intra-mural di
The following night the Tigers rector announces not enough men
journeyed to Chico for a return have signed for the tennis tour
engagement with the Wildcats, ney which starts next Tuesday
the Tigers coming out on top 51- afternoon. He urges all who care
41.
to play to mark the dotted line as
Stan Reames and Jerry Haines soon as possible so that a tourna
gave the Wildcats a bad time ment program can be arranged.
scoring 16 points and 11 points
respectively. Jerry led the team day with the return of two former
defensively and fed the ball to College players, Clare Slaughter
Stan Reames the Tigers high- and Cliff Smith. Other new hoop
scoring center. The Tigers, with ers are Johnny Guilfoyle, Vern
a 5-point lead at half time, went Warkentine, Kenneth Rusk, John
ahead to smear the Wilcats 51-41. Brumm, and Joe Mendez. "Cal
Coach Kjeldsen's hopes have has a hot team and I am afraid of
been slightly raised as to the out the outcome," said Coach Kjeldsen
come of the Cal. game this Fri- yesterday.

We've dozens of small, inexpensive gifts for
men . . . yet each is an essential in his life
and will give him much pleasure to receive.
Socks and ties . .'. scarfs and gloves . . .
jewelry and wallets. All are the thoughtful
gestures that will make your gift most welcome.

BWNo & MsKIISAfc!
for men — for bo/s

113-317

EAST

MAIN STREET
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PACIFIC SOCIAL WORLD

SOCIETY

Engagement of Helen
Winters to William
Bice is Announced

A tea and open house was held housemother, Mrs. Ansley, held
at Womens Hall, Sunday, Decem Sunday afternoon, December 9,
was the first social event of the
ber 9th.
Last Saturday Miss Helen Win
Guests were greeted at the door semester for Freshman Hall.
by Carylon Larson. In the re Evelyn Nauman, president of the ters announced her engagement
ceiving line were: House presi dormitory, was general chairman to William Bice, Jr., by passing
the five pound box of candy to the
dent, Meda Aden; housemother, for the affair.
girls
at Women's Hall.
Mrs. Elva Devine; vice president,
Decorations consisted of light
Helen is a junior here at Pacific
Jean Pierce; assistant housemoth ed candles and white and yellow
er, Mrs. Elizabeth Wright; secre flowers. Invited to pour tea for and is majoring in Home Econo
tary, Mary Lou Granger; and the occasion were Mrs. Graham, mics. She is the daughter of Mr.
former housemother of Freshman and Mrs. Winters of lone, Califor
Before a flower decked altar in St. Clement's Episcopal in Berkeley, treasurer, Pat Wice.
Guests were escorted to the dif Hall, Miss Knoles, and Mrs. Brady. nia.
Kathie Malmquist and Maxweil E. Taplin repeated the vows Novem
Bill, a freshman majoring in en
Guests were met at the door by
ferent
rooms and then served by
ber 26th, that made then husband and wife.
gineering,
was recently discharged
the girls of the hall who were Pearl Lim and Dorothy Eaton and
For the ceremony, Kathie don-4—
from the Army Air Corps. He is
introduced
to
the
receiving
line,
dressed
in
gay
formals.
ned a beautiful gown of white sat- j rji
U 1J
the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Bice
in and net, fashioned with a fitted j -4 U U vjdDlfiid l l O l C l S
A large Christmas tree headed Barbara Pierce, House historian,
Evelyn
Nauman,
president,
Madge
the decorations, with Christmas
bodice and full skirt. A fingertip j Jnitisitinn smA
veil fell from a small flower
and winter scenes laying on the Bissinger, vice president, and the North Hall Plans
crown, and the bride carried a Formal Dinner
tables and piano. Many of the guest of honor, Mrs. Ansley. Holiday Gaiety
Piano selections were rendered
white prayer book topped with a
rooms were decorated with small
Tau Gamma initiated thirteen
white orchid and stephanotis.
trees and other holiday decora by Sally Geistweit, Nancy Rine"Red Hots"—"Get you Red
hart, Sue Berger, and Barbara El Hots" was the call heard at North
Barbara Roth, maid of honor, new members Monday evening, tions.
and Jean Mitchell of Oakland, December 10th, at a formal ban
Winnie Merriam headed the re lis during the tea.
Hall last Tuesday night. The
bridesmaids, wore similar gowns quet in Tiny's Restaurant.
freshment committee with the fol
girls
had a hot dog sale to raise
A large arrangement of gold
of dusty pink crepe. Their head
lowing as assistants: Carol AberMrs. Florence Graham and Miss money for the Christmas party
and
white
chrysanthemums
on
the
pieces were short pink veils held
ly, Shirley Gilmore, Pat Hamann, Lorraine Knoles were honored they are planning for the 19th of
by a cluster of flowers, and their table formed the decorative back Carmon Jaurez, Elizabeth Kauka, Wednesday evening at dinner by December.
bouquets were of gardenias and ground for the dinner.
and Rickie VanCleve.
Betty Jean Drifill, historian of
residents of Freshman Hall dur
carnations surrounded by ruffs of President, Anita Harris, presided Rosie Meyers and Ellen McGrew ing the Fall, 1944 and Spring, 1945 the Hall, announces that the girls
over
the
festivities
and
initiated
pink net.
were in charge of the decorations, semesters. Mrs. Graham was are busily completing plans for
The reception was held on the the following: Charlotte Mills, with assistants including: Angela housemother at Freshman Hall at their dance which will be held the
Beverly
Pate,
Corrine
Denzer,
EfLido Deck of the Claremont Hotel
Bellante, Gloria Narcissi, Marie that time.
29th of December in Anderson
in Berkeley, and was attended by fie McKee, Beverly Brown, Bever Sanguinetti, Lorraine Lock and
Those attending were: Ruth Hall. Pat Wells is general chair
ly
Beanland,
Mary
Lu
Bush,
Phyl
friends and relatives.
Pat Lehman.
Christensen, Beverly Baldridge, man of the affair.
The bride, daughter of Mrs. lis Lindquist, Madge Evans, Mar
In charge of entertainment Peggy Shirley, Gerry Williams,
In preparations for the Christ
garet
Branstetter,
Janice
Broin,
Adolphe Malmquist of Alameda,
were: Frances Hunt, Marion Wic- Pat Winter, Marcene Williams, mas holiday, the girls will go car
Florence
Totten,
and
Betty
was attending Stockton Junior
hert, and Nancy Hilscher.
Jeanne Paganucci, Grace Beltran, oling the evening of December
College up to the time of her wed French.
In charge of invitations were: Alma Lee Thomas, Titi Beamer, 17th, from 10 to 11 p. m.
Misses
Kathleen
Seagraves,
Hel
ding. Her sorority at school was
en Growes, and Elizabeth Matson, Lois Hendrickson, Marian Combs, Alice Minch, Eleanor Steinmeyer,
Epsilon Lambda Sigma.
Marianne Squire, Judy Andrews, ian Mayo, Wilma Talboy, Barbara
sponsors
of the sorority, were Dot Sandrock and Ila Davis.
Maxwell Taplin is at present a
Iva Marie Porter, Carolyn Davis, j Roth, Miriam Martell and Connie
radioman in the Navy, but expects introduced to the new members,
their Marilyn Evey, Sylvia Austin, Viv- Nitson.
his discharge sometime in Feb and they expressed their word of
ruary, at which time he and Mrs. welcome.
General chairman of the affair
Taplin will make their home in
. . . . Y * see 1MB Miller in M a d e a o M e
Tw see Jnr MM in MaMwtiiBe
Ton see iaan MMer hi
was Claire Rosenberg, and her
the east.
committees were: Joyce Preston,
Lois Heim, Marie Jones, decora
CENTRAL HALL tions; Peg Blumenthal and Anita
Harris, entertainment.

Miss Kathie Malmquist Becomes
Bride of Mr. Maxwell Taplin

HOLDS DANCE
TOMORROW NITE All-College Breakfast
"White Christmas" will be the
theme of the Central Hall Dance
to be held tomorrow night in the
lobby of the dormitory from 8 to
12. The theme will be carried out
by a large lighted Christmas tree,
snowmen, and various other
Christmas scenes.
General chairman for the dance
is Marjorie Hiers, president of the
Hall. Committee members in
clude for Decorations: Corrine
Gitzes, Ruth Wilson, Angella Pas
teur, Jean Farley, Marjorie Hiers,
Robin Hermanson, Charlotte Gill,
and Jean McNeill; for Refresh
ments : Dorothy Adams, Pat Rob
ertson, Donna Jean Todd, Lenire
Carey, and Marglen Sneddon; for
Bids: Colleen Perry, Shirley Bollin, Cecil McAllister, Sarah Jane
Rawlings, Carol Wilson, Carolyn
Davis, and Jean Hicok.
A little boy was walking down
the street with another little boy
and they saw a little girl walking
down the other side of the street.
Said the one: "Her necks dirty."
Said the other, "Her does??"

Faculty, students, and friends
are invited to attend an all-col
lege breakfast which is spon
sored by the Fellowship Com
mission of the Student Christion Association, with Bill Tobiassen as its chairman. The
breakfast will be held Sunday
morning, December 16, be-1
tween the hours of 8:30 and
10:30.
Margaret Metzler is in
charge of serving. The charge
is 35c, and the proceeds will go
to the Student Christian Asso
ciation.

Rogers Jewelry Co.
Quality Jewelers
Watch those eyfes turn her way ! I
Hear those long low whistles !!!
It's Joan Miller's smooth new twosome . ..

Phone 5-5510

of MARVLO'S famous wool 'n rayon

Main and Sutter Sts.

gabardine* There's a sleelc new shoulder
'n sleeve treatment.. . a deep

/

center pleat fore 'n aft. In Yellow,
Green, Red or Blue. Sizes 10 to 16

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.

About $16.95
*80% spun rayon
20% wool

COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

AT

Katten & Marengo
Main and American

i

***** .... ta M Jan Man i. Mademoiselle .

lou see Joan Miller in Mademoiselle ....
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Pi Kappa Epsilon

[arilyn Ritchie Reveals Betrothal
o Joseph K. Thompson At Thete
Newly rostered on the list of brides elect is Miss Marilyn E. RitchBe who announced her betrothal to Joseph K. Thompson, December
6th at Alpha Theta Tau Sorority. The news was also formally an
nounced last Saturday afternoon at a tea given by Marilyn's parents,
and Mrs. P. A. Ritchie of Lodi.
Marilyn attended
the Lodi4
chools and is now in her junior
year in the College of Pacific.
Thompson is the son of Mr. and
Imts. J- R- Thompson, also of Lodi.
During the war he served as a
lieutenant in the army air forces
Backstage on the opening night
and fought in the European Thea of "A Bell for Adano" was the
tre for two and one half years. He : scene of a gala reunion for the
is a sophomore in the Junior Col- California Gamma Chapter of the
ilege.
| Theta Alpha Phi Society.
j The engaged couple are plan
Theta Alpha Phi is a national
ning a Summer wedding.
honorary dramatic society and
was organized at Pacific in 1923.
Members are chosen for eligibil
ity and through invitation. Two
members of the cast for Adano be
long to the society, Tony Reid and
Max Gobel.
The evening of December 5th
The entire past membership of
I found Alpha Theta Tau, Epsilon the society was invited to the op
I Lambda Sigma, and Tau Kappa, ening of "A Bell for Adano." They
I holding pledging ceremonies for met informally backstage and
their new members.
were entertained later at the
The thirteen new pledges at Ephome of Mr. and Mrs. DeMarcus
| silon are Thyre June Jeffrey, Brown.
Stockton;
Frances
Hammill,
Stockton; Connie Nitson, Oak
land; Susan Sherman, Oakland; Zetagathean Takes
Betty Jean Draper, Red Bluff; Pat
Wells, Red Bluff; Bobbie Connol Fourteen Pledges
ly, Santa Rosa; Mary Jo Ham- Christmas Special
rick, San Leandro; and Virginia
At a candle-light ceremony held
Ferris, Manchester, New Hamp
the evening of December 6th, in
shire. The "13" were entertained
Anderson Hall, fourteen girls
by members of the house and a
were
pledged to Zetagathean. The
buffet supper was served. Pledg
pledges
are: Doreen Chapel, Aring was held at 6:30 and breakfast
dean
Brommie,
Olga Krueger,
at 7:00.
Ruth Shock, Fern Graham, Anne
New affiliates were greeted at
Steele, Marilyn Minor, Pat Moore,
Tau Kappa and an informal sup
Lois Ward, Mary Woodruff, Bet
per was served. Pajama pledging
ty Hardie, Leola Brown, Lynette
was held at midnight. Those
Christensen, and Pat Lehman.
pledged were Virginia Morell, Yu
Ruth Shook was elected to
ba City; Winnie Merriam, Waterpledge
president and Pat Moore
ford; Lorraine Hock, Burlingame;
Carol Romer, Martinez; Jean Wat her secretary.
Future Zetagathean plans in
son, Roseville; Muriel Hughes,
Gridley; Marilyn West, Colfaz; clude a Christmas gift exchange
and Ginnie Lockon, Tacoma, party to be held next Thursday in
Dr. Knoles' home. Betty Hardie,
Washington.
Members of Alpha Theta Tau Leola Brown and Olga Kmger will
pledged Marianne Squire, Oak be in charge of refreshments and
land Kay Powell, Stockton; Elean entertainment will be furnished
or McGrew, Oakland; Marilyn Bis by the pledges.
hop, Palo Alto; Francis Burks,
A doctor had an urgent call
Woodland; Nancie Harrold, Orinfrom
a man saying his small son
da; Maurene Foster, Stockton;
and Jacqueline Taylor, Stockton. had swallowed a fountain pen.
"All right I'll come at once," re
"That's the guy I'm laying for", plied the doctor, "what are you
muttered the hen as the farmer doing in the meantime?"
Came the answer: "I'm using a
passed by.
pencil."

More than 150 off-campus stu
dents of both colleges will be in
troduced to the officers and func
tions of Pi-Kappa Epsilon at their
initial meeting and Christmas so
cial Monday evening from 8 to
9:30 in the S.C.A.
Students interested in joining
will decide upon the time and
place of meetings, to be held every
two weeks. Purpose of meetings
will be to plan social functions,
which will include horseback rid
ing, skating, dinners, informal
gatherings and theater parties.
June Gasseway, soprano, will
sing "Thine Alone" and "Sum
mer Time" accompanied on the
piano by Betty Jacobson. Cho
colate and Christmas pastries will
be served while ^everyone sings
carols around the piano.
•*
All off-campus students not liv
ing in their own homes arid form
er members living on or off cam
pus may attend. Marie Davis, cor
responding secretary, sent invita
tion to all students listed in the
Dean's Office. Those who will
attend are urged to sign a list on
the bulletin board in the Admin
istration Building.
Professor
Marie Allen, sponsor, and Pat McClatchey, president, will welcome
new members.

Theta Alpha Phi
Holds Reunion

Pledging Held
At Sororities

Tuxedo
Pastry Shoppe
wishes you all

Pledges to be Honored
By Greek Letter Girls

the theme. Silver decorations
will be silhouetted against a black
background. Stanley Bacon will
have charge of the music.
Viola Burres is the general
will further help in carrying out chairman assisted by the follow
TEE KAY
ing
committees:
decorations,
Members of Tau Kappa Kappa the "Snowfall" theme.
An orchestra will play for the ; Marilyn Meister, Sally Fenton,
will honor their pledges tomor
row night at a formal Christmas dancing between the hours of Jean Spangler, Mary Roberts,
Merilee Johnson, Mel Otterson,
•eight and twelve.
dance from 8:30 to 12:00.
Committees in charge of the Marilyn Dinubilo, Peg Fronfield
The brightly lighted Christmas
tree, stockings hung by the fire festive evening are: Dorothy and Marilyn Ritchie; food, Helen
place, and other Christmas dec Emigh, general chairman; Caro Arbios, Dorothy Thompson and
lyn Bennetson, Eveline Crudelli, Jean Inwood; bids, Betty Lou
orations will be in abundance.
General chairman of the dance and Betty Maley, location; Pat Cooper, Wilma Talboy and Doro
is Mary Burden, assisted by other Peters, Marilynne Burger, and Jo thy Gelatt; patrons and patron
committees; decorations,
Joan Bemis, music; Becky Roset, Na- esses, Marilyn Dow, and Helen
Wendells, Carolyn Harris, and Pat dine Walsh. Miriam McCormack, Graham; music, Marie Arbios,
Corwin; music, Marion Phillips: bids; Jimmie Yocum. Eileen Ken- Joan Hunter and June Ann Hoff
refreshments, Claire Ruiz, Doro drick, Jean Ann Wright, patrons: man.
thy Anne Petersen, and Nancy Cam Jamison. Dot Coleman, Mir
Trenkle; bids, Charlotte Verdi, iam Martell, Sally Logan, Helen
Vivian Jarvis, and Lucille Char Cummings, Pat Stewart, decora
ter, patrons and patronesses, Bes tions; Betty Etzel, Sharon Lewis
and Mary Spanos, refreshments.
sie Rogers.
ALPHA THETE
EPSILON
As a follow-up to all night in
"Snowfall" will be the theme
at Epsilon, when the sorority formal pledging ceremohies, De
honors their thirteen new pledges cember 5th, the eight new pledges
at a winter formal, Saturday eve | of Alpha Theta Tau will be formj ally honored tomorrow evening at
ning, December 15th.
Modernistic Christmas decora the semi-annual sorority pledge
Buy Now! Buy Wisely!
tions will prevail, and a large dance.
"Stardust"
has
been
selected
as
Christmas tree in the sun room
Come

battle Jackets....

in

selection

the Sorority Togs of California

and
of

make

your

quality

gifts

that will mean so much to

'THE SEASON'S
GREETINGS

those

red
green
gold
wine

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
•

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American and Channel

$14.85

them.

gift package means some
thing very special.

black

S„MlT|4 & LANo
^lorktcrri^.

receive

The name "Simpson" on a

blue

Main at San Joaquin

who

^>i/ruL
Phone 5-5851
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competence and understanding to
SCACommission "ADANO" Cont.
Major Joppolo and gave a per
formance that would stand the
(Continued from page 1)
By NANCY DEMING
most acid professional test; Max
Working on
We are going to talk about just
adopt the tempo and tone of the Gobel, with 28 months of service
principal actor thus leaving no to his credit, was capital as the
two books, both extremely light,
Nisei
Housing
room
for essential contrast, others major's aide, perhaps not quite
in order that we may have space

THE BOOK SHELF

Rondo
Bouts

found it difficult to stimulate age cynical enough in the beginning,
for a short list of Christmas book
The Public Affairs Commission and the reactions of age to the but growing in strength as the
suggestions. This is for many of of the Student Christian Associa situations, but, by and large, the play proceeded.
The tremendous applause of th<
us who intended to give something tion Cabinet is at present working results were eminently satisfac
These two young men dominat audience at the Stockton Sym
ed the action of "A Bell for Ada- phony concert Monday night wa:
very personal, but in the last min on the Japanese housing problem tory.
for the returning loyal JapaneseReid, just returned to his class no" but their success was depend adequate proof of the soloists ap
ute rush of things frantically buy
Americans who are former Stock work after 17 months overseas as ent, in great part, on the success
the first book we see with an at
ton citizens. During the war, a supply officer, brought both of'their supporting cast. Many peal. Bob Mueller is truly an art
tractive jacket. We are also I
ist among artists. He plays with
they were interneed in relocation
of the smaller roles were executed an inner emotion which, com
prone to choose a book because 1
centers throughout the United
a proficiency that bordered bined with flawless technique,
we like it, and without particular
Weekly Interviews ! with
States.
closely on brilliance.
regard for the reading tastes of
makes his music significant.
A new group including about New Yell Leaders
Performances that can be re
the recipient. So we have done a
He played the Liszt Concerto
150
of
these
people
arrived
this
called with pleasure include those with an authority which left his
little inquiring among people who
week from a center in Arkansas Song- Leaders
of Bert Trulsson as the ebullient
sell books in order to discover just
You've seen them! First at the Giuseppe who had spent some audience with a feeling of deep
what books currently seem to be and were met by townspeople,
members
ofr the *
faculty
and stu
stu- assembly when they tried out, time in Cleveland before the im satisfaction. The audience Mon
acimy and
the most popular with various "
™
°.
day would not be satisfied. The
aents who took them ln their au
tvnofl
nf folk,
fnii/types of
We hope it may
and again at the game last Friday migration authorities caught up applause became more intense un
tomobiles
to
the
Japanese
hostel
help you.
with
of G
George
Fowler,
wlt" him;
mm; °*
who
®orge F
°w}er' who
til Bob came back for an encore.
on Commerce Street at Madison. night after we had elected them. Imade
a manly figure of the reguThis hostel, which was the You see them around campus all jation.bound head of the M_ P--s; His selection, Brahms "Lullaby"
Outside Eden, by Isabel Scott
Rorick. Are you familiar with former Buddhist Temple, was oc the time, too. Who are THEY? of Rick Woodruff, who brought was completely opposite from the
fiery Liszt in color and techni
the Mr. and Mrs. Cugat stories cupied by the United States Army They're the new yell leaders. You
dignity and authority to the vil
que. Once more the applause
which were published in the Sat during the war, but was recently know, the inseparable three. The
lage padre; of Gene McCabe, who
brought the artist to the piano,
urday Evening Post? If you are, vacated so that the Japanese Hodson brothers, Joe and Bob, and
enlivened a very small role; and
then we need say no more than might move in immediately.
their buddy John (no, gals, not of Byron Meyer and George Hall, this time for the really dynamic
On arrival at the hostel the Joiyinie) Kaye. And of course
that this is a collection of ten hil
'Ritual Fire Dance" by Fallo. Five
who developed small roles- into
arious sketches about this refresh Japanese were served hot nour you saw (the cute new song lead
bows followed, with the insatiable
ing and thoroughly unpredictable ishing food by students of the ers who also made their first ap noteworthy contributions.
audience still calling for more.
"A Bell for Adano" has a big
couple. A little more mature per | Christian Association of the col pearance at Friday night's game.
The first half of the program,
cast, and with few exceptions the
haps, and they can stand it, this lege.
consisting of "Merry Wives and
Eunice Nuoffer is head of her
players
performed
their
chores
dizzy duo nevertheless succeeds in
Professors Bentley and Lind- gang and Alice Dakin and MargWindsor Overture" and Beet! •
efficiently. The overall effect was
becoming involved in more tick horst are the faculty members len Sneddon are her assistants.
ens' "First Concerto," was broad
both
stimulating
and
gratifying,
ling situations than could happen who were present at the hostel to
The three fellows hail from
cast over KWG. The orchestra
to any ordinary family in a life aid the newcoming group of Jap Oakland and all attended Oakland and those who are concerned performed very well and both
about
the
progress
of
the
colleg
time. This is fine wholesome fun, anese. Mrs. Grider, mother of High. There's an air of sameness
numbers were quite enthusiasti
beautifully done, which people of Edith Grider, prepared the food. here, but we're not through yet. iate theatre would do well to cally received. The program was
make
a
trip
to
Stockton
come
all ages will thoroughly appre
The Public Affairs Commission They are all freshman and have
concluded with a spirited Rou
ciate.
has as its chairman, Diana Evans, been released from the service, Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday, manian Rhapsody. General opin
and Marian Burness heads the In John and Bob from the Army and the final nights of presentation. ion put the Monday night concert
DESERT ISLAND DECAMER ter-racial Committee.
Joe from the Marine Corps.
on a very high critical plane.
ON by H. Allen Smith. Remem
Eunice "Uni" Nuoffer is from The glances that over cocktails
Sunday, the coming Sunday,
ber "Low Man on a Totem Pole"
Seem so sweet
El Cerrito, and was a yell leader
yes, Sunday the 16th of Decem
and "Life in a Putty Knife Fac
at the High School there. She is May be less charming
ber is the Messiah,—See you
tory"? Well this zaney with a
Over shredded wheat.
"happy about the whole thing,"
there!
penchant for crazy titles, has in
and she's really looking forward
dicated that Dorothy Lamour is
to a booming year.
his No. 1 choice for a desert is
Marglen Sneddon, known to all
land companion. However, just
'There is a vital and organic re as "Snerdie" is from 'way up in
in case that Miss Lamour is not lationship between business and
Port Angelus, Washington, just
available at the moment, he has
education," declared Dwayne Or- seventeen miles from the Cana
taken the precaution to collect in
dian border, she tells us. You've
one volume all of the hilarious li ton, former principal of Stockton been noticing her at all the games
terature that had been of interest Junior College, yesterday when this semester. She did a fine job
to him. The result is a book so he addressed the Junior College as temporary song leader before
funny that one might even for and the College of the Pacific fa she was officially elected.
THIRD FLOOR
get Dottie. This one is strictly culties.
The other gal is freshman Alice
for fun.
Educational director for the Dakin from Berkeley who you can
Furs, Fur Coats, Fur Collar
World Wide Business Machines easily identify by her black, curly
Coats, Tuxedoes, Chester
CHRISTMAS BOOK LIST
Corporation for the past 3% years hair and dark eyes.
For Ma: The River Road by with his headquarters in New
fields, Casual Coats, Evening
These kids are really a swell
Frances Parkinson Keyes, roman York City, Orton was a Stockton
and Party Dresses, Print
bunch,
and
they
deserve
and
ex
tic novel. The Egg and I by Bet visitor yesterday. He told the
pect
all
the
cooperation
we,
as
the
Dresses,
Dressy Dresses, Suits
ty MacDonald, very funny story college teachers how this busi
first peace time student body in
and
Rain
Coats.
of the farmer's wife.
ness institution through its ad
A
For Pa: Soldier of Democracy vanced employee education pro four years, can give them,
by Kenneth S. Davis, biography of grams, its recreational facilities, good way to start is to get "in the
Eisenhower. Plowman of the j an<l other activities is making"ef- mood" and go to the COP-USC
SECOND FLOOR
Moon by Robert Service, his au- fective the attitudes of American game in Berkeley on Friday night.
Joe Hodson and some of the fel
tobiography.
education in the business world.
Sweaters, Skirts, Blouses,
For Big Brother or the Current "Every official announcement of lows are organizing an automo
bile
caravan
to
go
to
Cal,
and
Millinery, Sport Suits, Jac
Big Moment: The New Veteran, the corporation," Orton declared,
an excellent book on economic re "in the sales, promotional, techni they're asking everyone who can,
kets, Robes, Brunch Coats.
to go. So if you want to see some
habilitation and we can't remem- cal,
hn<— and advertising
«u*ciijaing fields
neius is chancnan fine yell and song leading, that's
A Treasury of ! neled through the educational di
S t* h
the place for you to be this Fri
Satire by Edgar Johnson, antholo vision before its release."
FIRST FLOOR
day night. See you there.
gy of fun.
For Big Sister or that Precious
Jewelry, Perfumes, Soaps,
Thing: Days and Nights by Konstantine Simonov, romantic Rus
Powders, Colognes, Scarfs,
sian novel. The White Deer,
Handkerchiefs, Bags, Bed
James Thurber, a beautiful fan
Jackets, Lingerie, Slacks,
FOR
tasy.

JC, COP Faculty
Addressed

"HER"
GIFT

BOB'S STUDIO

• ADVERTISING

- - - Photographs —
Let's Meet at

• ARCHITECTURAL
• COMMERCIAL
• INDUSTRIAL

No assignment too large or too small • LEGAL
• PANORAMIC

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

ANYTHING — ANYWHERE

• PORTRAIT

ANYTIME

• PUBLICITY
REAL ESTATE

3216 Pacific Ave.
606 E. Main St.

Phone 2-9240

Slack Suits, Linens.
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Darwin Directs New Major Offered
In International
'Right You Are' Relations
Studio Play
A new major, International Re
lations, has been added this sem

Mill

T A S T Y

smart shop

i SUITS - COATS - DRESSES
EXCLUSIVE BUT NOT EXPENSIVE

434 E. WEBER

DIAL 8-8628

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I
Will

•

A
Full
Week
of
Unusual
Dance
Music

•

DEC. 25th THRU DEC. 30th

TRIANON BALLROOM

BUY

VICTORY
BONDS

. . . because billions of dollars are needed to bring our
fighting men home ... to care for the injured and provide

Just Around the Corner

. ; , because other billions of dollars are required to pro

Near Smith and Lang's

vide for contract cancellations and to take care of other
expenses during the reconversion period.

Jewelers

YOUR GOVERNMENT ASKS YOU
to buy Victory Bonds and hold them

•

—they will help consolidate the vic
tory and sustain our economy.

Plumbing With A Smile

JEWELRY FOR
MEN and CO-ED

MEAT MARKET

mustering-out pay.

30 So. San Joaquin Street

MILLER-HAYS CO.

FRIEDBERGER'S

P A C I F I C

TED'S

T I D B I T S

Prof.—What makes you late to
Letafrances Darwin's produc ester to the curricula of SJC and French class this morning?
Frosh:—There are eight of us
tion "Right You Are- (If You COP. Courses will cover econo
Think You Are)," to be present mic and social aspects of interna in the house and the alarm was
tional relations rather than yoli- set for seven.
ed from the lower stage of the au
tical aspects, and is intended to
ditorium on January 2, 4, and 5th, cover a broader field than politi
Prayer of an advertising man's
is now undergoing its first re cal science.
child: "Give us this day our daily
hearsals with the complete cast
The proposed course includes 36 golden crust bread, slo-baked, vita
units to be acquired from various min-enriched."
chosen.
This is a three act play and approved courses and two requir
contains fourteen characters— ed courses. This major is includ
"Ah dearest—say the words
seven women and seven men.
ed in the department of history that will make you mine," plead
WARREN HILL, sophomore, and political science, under the di ed the lover.
and RUDLOPH PICARDI, fresh rection of Dr. Eiselen.
One million dollars, she said.
man, portray the two leading
roles of Ponza and Laudisi. Both
I always wonder when I see
Warren and Rudolph are now ap Jaysee Students
A strapless evening gown,
pearing in minor roles in "Bell for Allowed Ten Cuts
If, when the girl stand up to
Adano." This will be Warren's
dance,
fourth studio production in the
Some Junior College students
Will the dress be sitting down.
auditorium. Rudolph held sup are having cutting problems.
porting roles in several high Here are the facts about cutting
Mother: "Johnny, go wash your
school plays but this will be his which we hope will eliminate con : hands."
fusion. All Junior College stu
first lead role.
Johnny: "Both of them?"
ARLEEN LUDLOW, playing the dents are allowed ten cuts in all i Mother: "No, just one, I want
part of Singora Frola, will be the classes combined, if they make tTp to see how you do it."
feminine character lead. Arleen the work which they missed. If
a junior at C.O.P., is a dramatic ten or more cuts are taken the
Then there is the woman who
major and has previously held student is given a warning and if went nuts trying to have the last
several character supporting roles fifteen cuts are taken the student word with an echo.
at P.L.T. She has been an assis is dismissed from school.
This
tant director and later this year does not include excused ab- 1 "Goin' fishing?"
will produce her own play.
"Yeah."
DON CROSS, speech major, will
"Got worms?"
take the part of Agazzie. Don is
"Yeah, but I'm going anyway."
also in "Bell for Adano," and be
fore that has had several support J. C. Teachers Attend
" . . . and what do they make
ing roles at the college, besides as College Conference
shoes of nowadays."
sisting in the stage crew. CARY
"Hide."
Dr. Bawden, President;
FRAZIER, freshman, is cast as James Corson, Dean; Beulah Wat
"Huh?"
Prefect. This will be Cary's first son, Dean; Registrar, Louis Wind"I said hide."
participation in dramatics here, miller; Chairman of the Science
"What for?"
though, he held several leads and Division, Allen Waldo; and Chair
"Hide, darnet! The cow's out
supporting roles in high school. man of Business Administration, side."
SALLY CUSTER, sophomore, Mrs. Kathleen Seagraves attended
"Huh, who's afraid of a cow?"
plays the role of Signoro Ponza. the fall meeting of the California
This is Sally's first appearance on Junior College Federation held in
Funeral Director (addressing
stage here also, but she has play Bakersfield December 7, 1945 and aged mourner): "How old are
ed several character roles in high December^, 1945.
you?"
school and also had a leading role
"I'll be 98 in March."
In this meeting an adoption of
in a production at Knox College. junior college standards for ac
"Well-well hardly worth going
Sally is a dramatic major. MIL- creditation was drawn up.
home, is it?
FORD PIEL, freshman, and DOR
The Junior College Federation
IS BLUM, freshman, portray the is composed of three Junior Col
Frosh: "We are having a raffle
roles of Senor and Signora Sierel- lege Associations, Northern Cali for a poor widow. Will you buy a
li. Milford is now in "Bell for fornia, Central California and ticket?"
Adano." This is Doris' first role Southern California. The entire
Vet: "No. My wife wouldn't let
in college but she had some ex federation meets once a year.
me keep her if I won."
perience in high school where she
acted as Mistress of Ceremony at
a high school radio program in
Santa Rosa. Doris is a dramatic
major. The remaining support
ing roles are as follows: Frank
Piceno, Commissioner; Curtis Ennen, Butler; Renee Levy, Amalia;
M
M R . a n d M R S . J . F. D O N O V A N
Barbara Quinney, Cini; Gloria
Pleitner, Signora Nenni; and Eil
SPECIALIZING IN
een Ellis, Dina.
"See here, waiter, exclaimed
the indignant customer, "here's a
piece of wood in my sausage!"
"Yes, sir," replied the waiter,
"but I'm sure — er —"
"Sure nothing! I don't mind
eating the dog, but I'm blowed
if I'm going to eat the kennel,
too."
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MORRIS CHAPEL Step Aside, Sir!

Why Blood-Shot Eyes?

The tear stained cheeks, blood
"What! Rationing anew! One to
an arm!" Yes, Mr. College, you shot eyes, and runny noses seen
must strut your paces with only around campus early last week
two lassies per male. Those days didn't result from a great tragedy
in* the lives of
of
> v IN.II my
J ladies
XAUICO swarmed
OVVAIINTU to dust
UUOI
WX many
J HUUJ
WX Pacific's
X UVIXIV, U
when
your rationed shoes and sacrificeI students, but from the excess of
their allotments of meat are gone. chlorine in the swimming pool.
The eager swimmers, though
Let out your belts, but pull in
your arms, equilibrium is nearly warned to keep "heads up" took
restored.
refuge in the warm depths of the
Mr. Louis Windmiller dashed water rather than brave the icy
the dreams of many amorous downpours of rain and thus em
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 16
Sermon..—..How.. Binding.. Are males when he disclosed the erged a sad, red-eyed, weeping
startling fact that since last year bunch.
Bonds ?
the ratio of women to men has
Many of these swimmers were
Speaker—Hollis Hayward
Chapel Choir led by Thelma decreased from SIX to ONE to lit late seen beating in and out of
tle more than TWO to ONE in the Infirmary trying in vain to
Berg.
Stockton Junior College. Regis find some quick cure that would
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18
tration statistics, not including carry them through their next
An all music program.
late registrants, are as follows: classes without the look of sadfreshmen regulars number 692 eyed St. Bernards.
and sophomores, 350, totaling
If per-chance you happen to see
1042; specials, 196; total men, 392 one of your campus idols feeling
Nothing beats the cute sayings ; and women, 847.
his way around with blurrish,
on the walls of phone booths, or
So take heed, gentlemen. She blood-shot eyes, don't forever con
haven't you noticed ours in the j may seem to be a decoy, but she demn him for being completely
lobby of the
Administration will play coy.
dissipated but think of him only
Building. No one has yet to dis-1
—
TO ROSENBLOOM
as one of Pacific's rugged swim
mers.
cover why these characters waste \Chat)el Choir tn G l V P
Once upon a campus dreary,
their energy with such nonsense,
" ' ^OOir tO \JlVe
Not a thought was ever cheery,
but it is a fact that many novel \ ChristmaS PrOQVCim ifl
For a deed of vile taste
6
bits of interest have been found 1 I/r
.
Had caused a life to go to waste.
Anything can Happen
throughout
national
phone j MOTriS Chapel rr
Wed.
booths.
m,.
Ah, distinctly, I remember.
The Chapel Choir, under the di- And USUally Does!
fltinn nf Thplma Rovrr mill
It happened in a cold December
And the corpse upon the floor
When 11 college students and
p,one
rn « Would rise to greet us, nevermore.
two
fellows
who
act
like
kids
go
J
7:°°
M°
along on a trip, most anything
"Two blondes want a date. Call SpT"""
Rosenbloom is gone, they said.
29575.
can
happen. P. S. And usually
Favorite traditional carols will
Cold and stiff and very dead.
:
"You weren't home!" oh
Who has done this horrible crime?
. jbe sung by the choir. To make does.
weren't I?"
The Mayfair Hotel in ClareTaken Rosenbloom in his prime.
the occasion even more festive
"28592 for a rousing date."
the congregation will join with the I mont' Calif-. was plagued with
"55288 ask for Louise."
singing. Special numbers will be | lUch KIDS as Coaehes Edward
We must find a way, they say.
"Bobby Withnell — only 3%
Z and John Fanu«:hi.
given
by trios, quartets, duets and
To bring him back on earth once more.
years old."
Accommodations were the eas
' solos.
Else in sadness we'll abide,
"Lots of red hot mammas—oh ,
iest to secure with ONLY six men
No smiling faces by our side,
la la!"
I
in one room. Luckily there were
No gay retorts of wordy play
Oh, yes, there's the fellow who Campus Mud holes
five beds and what would happen
Rosenbloom, we'll quote no more.
to the extra person was a problem.
Comment
C
a
us
e master minds—con
At
last
the
Attend his funeral in full flower.
tellectual ones who always have1 Squish! Plop! That, my dear, sisting
_ Gallahad"
_
„on
0 „
of "Sir
Bob
Help him in his final hour.
the mama for "tit tat toe."
Public, was the sound of a student | Mackey, who won that title bv
Throw no cigar butts on the floor,
n conclusion, here are the two fading into home-plate because giving up his coat to some freez
Stand with heads bowed toward the door.
prize remarks:
his galoshes didn't have suction ing damsels, Manuel Furtado
Rosenbloom will return no more.
Fool s numbers and fool's faces Plates on them. Home plate was j Frank Mackey, Dick Pederson'
ays
appear
in
a
y
lace
™
Public places.
" P
where the mud was j "Arkie" Fanucchi and Edward
ner's staff as to whether Rosen
nmitive man wrote on cave tdlck and that was everywhere on ' Betz—decided to get
a cot Thev
walls too.
the camniiK
>J
_ e d cuu lney F.B.I to Assist Search
drew
straws
and
bloom
was shot, stabbed, or pois
I Th!f ( (
,,
I
the very fortunThe first few days of last week, j ate ?? Mr. Pederson, ex-G I got for Rosenbloom Slayer oned, but the answer to this knot
the campus was on the brink of a j the cot. The Army evidently
'Hot Off the Press" flood.
With the entire C. O. P. faculty ty question is expected momen
The faculty was thinking j didn't teach him a thing Some
Is Not so Hot
and
student body thrown into tarily when results of an exam
students t ""J™8 f°Wboats to, body squealed on him and the
deep
mourning by the untimely
6Xtra! horrifyinS 'act is
According to certain anonymous cash A LfS & ,
HIS FEET demise of Rosenbloom, local police ination of the contents of Rosenreports "Hot Off the Press" is an a a
.
flowed around the STUCK OUT.
bloom's head are received from
authorities and the County Coro
expression which definhelv didn't Ad™tratlon Building.
The
The girls had their experiences,
the San Francisco Police Depart
originate in a
•*
students were desperate. I found too; one of them being a chase, ner's office are remaining mum
ment's toxicology laboratories.
on
the
outcome
of
the
inquest
and
f
thehm
Staring
fix
the Ad Building knownT^th °
edly at a and the bellboy being the pursuer' i
Meanwhile, messages of con
on the progress of one of the
puddle sin£ing. "Come out,
Pacific Weekly Office PitvshoZ m
Those who were chased were !
dolence continue to pour in from
greatest
manhunts
in
history.
Dorothy McAlister, Georgia Hoi-1
all over the country, and messages
man, Mary Spanos, Marilyn Dowj According to Chief of Police have been received to date from
g
0Vera
The
Came
tha
draugb
hot tyShL arda!r be
:
"
* which
who lost two pounds despite the • Throckmorton, President Tru Stalin, De Gaulle, King George,
the steaming thoughts whichTheir
7" fact that she ate like a pig (so her man has pledged the entire facili and Mahatma Ghandi.
& ^ ref6r- friends said), Jeanne Cartmel and ties of the F. B. I. to aid local pol
brains so readily produce have un- red to as mud
Western Union has offered to
ice in the search for the slayer of
Dolores Chapman.
m
COmplet
e change of
The crisis is over now
with no
donate the use of a private tele
t»J° '*
Rosenbloom.
n
During dinner one
night
form, and immediately become casualties TTi °T °'
graph line directly to the school,
Wr°ng Way" Fa.._„
Fanucchi got an
Deputy Coroner Flower O'Toole,
blocks of ice! Those who readhy lookSg a liMe bLT T° left! "Wrong
in order to handle the vast flow
award
brave the icy horrors of the swim sun shfnes
wa^lv dnT'
Z
for the best sense of direc- in a short statement to the press of telegrams and reports on the
nes warmly down upon
ming
pool
refuse
tn
mma
Besides ***8 the way, he last night said that there is some
mingpool refuse to come, even
as camnus. rBut ™!
_
O
"UJ, UC |
6Ven as campusprogress of the hunt for the slay
visitors to tmc T i "
remember, this is also
had a minor occurrence with doubt in the minds of the Coro er.
Wlt
and
California
wisdom!
° °
> and who knows?
a flat tire.
j
Frank and Bob Mackey, both
Now that I have
your Rurer,.leZZZZ
* - gained yuur
heart-felt sympathy,
npathy, Mr. and Mrs ! """CaUS, COIlt.
! members of this FAIR communuu|y 22
C. O. Pacific,' couldn't,
.i ity for only
couian t, wouldn't
wouldn't
(Continued from page 1)
zz and 17 years, resomebody please turn on the heat in8 accommodations, evaluation ®pectively- couldn't find their own
ln-r°°m 3117
°f records,
right here!
x.
v-wiuo, etc.
cn,. The
j.nc Testing
lesringf Serv
borv- ! J.
r* 0"5j/' ',Turn to
Nadi
w h
Jimmie Yocum, Business Manager
ason t0 keeP us freezin' lce
down
two blocks!
has charge of those many tests '1
n tW
tr, 1.
in' ice has
*u
° blocks! Turn left
PI.KT v, J adlne Walsh, Assistant Business Manager
he nextL street!
in this season!!
rniw,„!°"
Oh
given during Junior
College
I
sireei: u my gosh, O+J
every Friday during the College year bv the Pacific
| where is my house? ? ?*
semester.
™«ery<2«.S S
These bureaus are under the su-1
lce*
ockton' California, under the Act of March
Veterans Attention!
3( 18'79
The bi-monthly meeting of the P.ei7isi°n of specialists in their
a counselor cannot be
College of the Pacific vL
^ 1f
EDITORIAL BOARD
Specialize
in a11 "elds.
Association will be held in Ea^t n7
Z°
Have you lost a friend? Mr. Associate Editor..
~'.Z7
Nancy Deming
Trueblood has found a valuable Society Editor
Jackie Geyer
pedigreed dog and is keeping Sports Editor
SimPson
Feature Editor
him until his owner claims him
Drama
Editor
FerolEgan
To claim, call 2-3120 and give
the Students of Stockbusiness to 4
®Junior
" °f College.
Un Tff I
Exchange Editor
Litafrances Darwin
oe taken
iaKen up
affect, ton
an adequate description.
News Editor
O'Conner
Joyce Bishop
11 l

Tel and Tel Art

0£ogenfi/oom in Dea^"

1
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